
Pro Tips for Powerful Safety Moments 

Why Can’t We Pay Attention?
Distraction is one of the top reasons for accidents in and out of the workplace. Why are we so 
quick to lose focus? In the age of the internet and smartphones, the amount of information we 
receive each day is mind-boggling.  On a planet of 7.5 billion people, Google alone processes over 
3.5 billion searches per second. Now add to that social media, smartphones, tablets, and other 
constant input. It’s no wonder our attention spans are decreasing!

Since the year 2000, research shows that the human attention span has decreased from 
12 percent to 8 percent.¹ In the workplace, employees are constantly inundated with 
emails, memos, policies, procedures, and new processes. When the brain is overloaded with 
information, it shuts down. This can cause decreased productivity, confusion, lack of focus, 
and, most importantly, unsafe conditions. So how can you effectively encourage consistent 
safety awareness in the workplace without adding to the information explosion? 
 

You Only Get Five Minutes
Safety moments are a great way to cover almost any safety topic in a short period of time. 
They’re also an opportunity to reflect on improving current work practices. These topics aren’t 
limited to the workplace. They can cover everything from hazardous materials to driving safely 
and handwashing. Safety moments should be short (no more than five minutes), timely, and 
clear. The objective is to reinforce employee knowledge, introduce new essential information, 
and emphasize commitment to a safe culture. You have five minutes to relay your message, and 
in those five minutes you must capture and hold the audience’s attention.

Getting Their Attention
Capturing the attention of your audience can be challenging. Remember, people have a lot on 
their minds these days, so you must get their attention quickly or you will lose them. Darlene 
Price, author of Well Said: Presentations and Conversations That Get Results says, “You need to 
put the art in the start, the most important part of the work.” Safety moments are brief, but they 
can be powerful if you start the presentation properly.

You don’t want your audience to “have” to listen, you want your audience to be compelled to 
listen from the moment you start. The first 30 seconds of any presentation are the most crucial. 
The following are proven strategies for getting the attention of your audience:

1   Start with a sound byte.

2   Present a shocking statistic.

3   Show an intriguing photograph.

4   Put a prop on the table to raise curiosity.

5   State something that is commonly accepted, then contradict the statement.

6   Share a powerful quote.

Once you have audience attention, they’ll be curious to know more. Don’t disappoint them. 
Below are some do’s and don’ts to think about when planning your safety moments.
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Safety Moment Do’s

• Set the example – be sure that you are doing what you’re asking your employees to do.

• Speak to their pain points – Understand employee concerns and address them.

• Be personal – Transparency often leads to trust.

• Praise – Let employees know when they’re doing a good job – even if it’s “just their job.”

• Ask them a question – People love to tell their stories and offer opinions.

• Be versatile – Safety moments can happen at any time. You could stop mid-meeting for a 
safety moment. They don’t have to be on a set schedule.

• Give information people can relate to – Information is just data, but when it resonates with 
people, they tend to be inspired and motivated.

People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, 
but people will never forget how you made them feel.

- Maya Angelou

Safety Moment Don’ts

• Don’t be a dictator – Provide information in a non-threatening way. Recognize that safety is a 
partnership and don’t try to ram requirements down anyone’s throat.

• Avoid constant criticism – people will tune out if they’re constantly being criticized.

• Don’t place blame – Don’t blame management or other employees for things that may be going 
wrong or throw people under the bus. Add value by working together towards solutions.

• Do not assume – Don’t assume that everyone is knowledgeable about all safety processes and 
policies. Make sure that everyone has clarity about topics that are presented.

• Don’t be a Know-it-All – Welcome feedback from your employees. They may have valuable 
information about improving a process. 
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Memorable Safety Moments (MSMs)
Moments that are meaningful are not easily forgotten. Get creative with your safety moments. 
Here are some tips on how to do that.

CREATE A SAFETY KEY PLAYER AWARD:
This is similar to MVP (Most Valuable Player) in sports. Have a large key made and 
present it to the employee who has solved a problem, submitted an idea, or been 
proactive in contributing to a safe work environment. Each meeting the winner will 
hand over the award to the next winner, or you can choose to let each person keep an 
award.

DEMONSTRATE:
In the summer, bring in water-rich fruits and talk about the importance of staying 
hydrated with water and fruit. Many people don’t realize that fruit is a source of 
hydration as well. This encourages health and wellness.

EACH ONE TEACH ONE:
Have employees research a safety topic in depth and take turns presenting a safety 
moment. The topic should be one that people may not be aware of (e.g. fine print in an 
OSHA regulation or even home safety).

INVITE A GUEST SPEAKER:
This is really interesting if it’s a high-profile person. Invite the guest to have lunch then 
have them pop in for your safety moment to the surprise of your team.

CREATE AN INCENTIVE PROGRAM:
Develop a program that rewards employees for things like staying up to date with 
safety training, identification of risks, or participation in safety programs like 
walkthroughs, evaluations, etc.

IDENTIFY ROOM HAZARDS:
Look for hazards in the room before training begins. If you do not see any, set up things 
that may be considered hazardous (e.g. an extension cord used improperly, a fire 
extinguisher that is blocked, a frayed wire). When your safety moment starts, have 
workers point out any hazards that they notice. This is a great point of discussion as 
often workers miss the small things.

HAVE FUN:
Safety is a serious topic, but that doesn’t mean you can’t incorporate fun into the 
training. Play games like Safety Hangman, Safety Bingo, or Safety Jeopardy. Workers 
are still learning and having fun in the process. Ask questions about hazmat or oxygen 
and give a prize to the first person who answers correctly. 

These are just a few suggestions for creating unique, interesting safety moments. See if you can 
come up with more creative ideas relevant to your organization. It’s also a great opportunity for 
employees to contribute ideas.
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Training Program Strategies That Work
Safety moments provide an opportunity to increase safety awareness in the workplace, as well 
as all other aspects of life. They are meant to reinforce, not replace, safety training. If structured 
properly, an effective safety training program is the best tool for educating employees on a safe 
workplace culture. But research shows that many safety training programs fail because the 
knowledge that is learned in training is not transferred and applied in the workplace.²

Safety training is more than letting employees take an online course where they read and 
answer questions. Just sharing the information and signing off on training does not make it 
successful. Below are three proven strategies that are components of successful safety training 
programs.

1   TRAINING TRANSFER:

Training transfer identifies ways to ensure that what is learned is transferred to the 
job. The Kirkpatrick Model3 was developed in 1955 and is still being used to measure 
training effectiveness. It identifies four levels in the learning process: reaction, 
learning, behavior, and results.4 Too often people get stuck between learning and 
behavior. They react to the training, learn the information, but frequently revert back 
to old habits.

One study found several factors that contribute to successful transfer of knowledge 
learned in training.5 These factors include:

• Trainer’s professional experience, knowledge of teaching principles, and knowledge 
of the subject matter. Quality trainers can adapt to various learning styles.

• Peer support. Workers often learn better when their peers or colleagues are involved. 
Peer-to-peer learning should be encouraged.

• Organizational support. The culture of the organization must support the training. 
Many times, employees are required to take training, but there’s no evidence that 
everyone is supportive of the initiatives. Supervisors and managers should be 
involved every step of the way.

2   MAKE A CONNECTION:

A quality program should provide elements of high engagement throughout the 
training that make a connection with workers.

3   TRAINER CLARITY:

Studies show that students place the highest emphasis on this method.6 An effective 
trainer provides clear, concise instructions and directions about the course and its 
content. The trainer will also structure the course in a way that helps workers make 
connections between what they already know and new information that they are 
receiving.
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The Leader in You
An organization is only as strong as its people. As a safety manager, you are a leader, and your 
role is to establish a safe work environment by minimizing risks and developing and enforcing 
plans and policies. But it goes beyond that. Being an effective leader requires excellent 
communication and management skills. Safety can be very technical but staying in touch with 
the non-technical side—the people—is essential. After all, it’s people, not policies that do the 
work. If you are not effective in these areas, employees may not respect your authority and even 
worse, they may become disillusioned and careless in the workplace. This creates risk not only 
for them, but for others.

Set the example, believe in the success of your employees, and give them the autonomy to make 
decisions, and you’ll have set the stage for a dynamic and safe workplace.
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